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Abstract. A piecewise linear, discontinuous one-dimensional map is analyzed combinatori- 
tally. The quasi-periodic dynamics generated by iterations are completely characterized by 
successive convergents of a continued fraction associated with slopes of the map. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the behaviour under iteration of the one dimensional mapping 
‘(z) = { ,“:I 
for 0 < z _< 1 
for 1 < 2 < co 
from the interval (0, oo) into itself with o and /3 real constants satisfying 0 < /3 < 1 < rr. 
This map can be considered as a homeomorphism on the circle [l]. It arises in the 
context of r- and K- selection [2] and is a limiting case of maps arising in descriptions of 
the growth of certain animal populations [3], the analysis of cardiac arrhythmias [4] and 
the Belousov-Zhabotinsky chemical reaction (51. 
From eq. (1) all z E (0, ) co are eventually mapped into the interval [p,cr]. Without 
loss of generality, we thus choose zo in this interval. We represent the sequence of iterates 
zi = f(zi_i),i 2 1 symbolically a~ follows: associate to each zo the infinite sequence 
{si}zo of the two symbols L and R according to the rule 
L, ifZi<l 
Si = 
R, ifsi> 
We call such a sequence the itinerary of the point zo. 
The mapping defined by eq. (1) h as a periodic orbit if and only if there are integers 
j, k such that CvjPk = 1. In this case all points in the interval [P,(Y] are periodic, and 
neutrally stable. In all other cases the mapping defined by eq. (1) is ergodic [6] and thus 
the itinerary of any starting point zo shares a truncated itinerary with some, possibly 
high, iterate of any point in the interval (P,Q). In this sense, the finite sequences of 
symbols in an itinerary are independent of the starting point. 
We describe an inductive procedure yielding blocks of the symbols R and L of increas- 
ing lengths, Ri and L;, (i = 0, 1,2,3,. . . ), which provide increasingly good approxima- 
tions to the itineraries. 
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2. RESULTS 
We take aiPk # 1 for all integer values of j and Ic. Suppose first that a/3 > 1. Then 
the itinerary will be such that each L is followed by either n R’s ( denoted by R”) or 
n + 1 R’s ( R”+l ), where n = L-m]. ( [y] denotes th e greatest integer less than y.) 
We can define a first return map, g(z), in the segment (a, 1) by 
g(z) = 
i 
@% for p < 2 < & 
oP 
n+l for + < x < 1 
(3) 
5, 
This return map has the same form as the original map f(x) defined by eq. (1). 
Thus a first return map can in turn be defined on one of the segments (P,+i) or 
( > 
--&, 1 ( see Figure 1 ). When a2p2n+1 > 1, the itinerary is composed of blocks of 
sequences of the form RI Ly’ and R1Ly’+’ where RI = LR” and L1 = LR”+l and 
nl = L-.&J; when 02p2n+1 < 1 the itinerary is composed of LlRr: and LlR:‘+l 
where ni - I- iogap,, 
loz#+l]. Th’ p 1s rocedure can be continued to obtain blocks of symbols 
of increasing length in an itinerary. 
When CY/~ < 1, a similar procedure performed with m = l-g] yields the first return 
map 
(p+1 
h(x) = 
/?x, for 1 < x < * 
ampx, for * < x < cr 
(4 
which also has the form of eq. (1). In this case the itineraries are such that each R is 
followed by L”’ or Lm+‘. 
The above observations indicate that the analysis of successive points in a given orbit 
requires the implementation of a renormalization scheme which allows the derivation of 
maps of the form (3) or (4) for high er iterates of the original map. This can be done by 
using the continued fraction expansion of -E, 
log OL 1 1 
--=oc+-_ 
1ogP a1+a2+"' 
(5) 
When ao # 0, then relation (3) holds and ac = n, whereas if a0 = 0, relation (4) holds 
with al = m. 
An induction procedure can thus be implemented as follows: The initial ( step 0 ) blocks 
are always L and R. If a0 = 0 in eq. (5), then L1 = Lal+‘R, RI = La’ R, and a current 
expansion is defined as al + && . . . ; otherwise, a0 > 0 and L1 = LR”o ,Rl = LR”o+l 
and the current expansion is taken as ao + A& . . . 
Suppose that i steps have been performed, and the current expansion is p+& d . . .I 
Then either Li = L+lRip_l and R; = Li-1 Rip_+,', or L; = LyT’_+,lRi_l and R; = Lz_l&_l 
These are the only possibilities. 
In the former case, (Li+l, R+l) = (LiRT*+l, LiRgk+l+‘) if ak = 1, and the current 
expansion is ak+l + b . . . ; whereas if ak > 1, then (Li+l, &+I) = (Ly$, L;“-Q) 
and the current expansion is ok - 1 + A . . . 
In the latter case when L. = Lp+’ 
(L;*+‘+l&,L;*+‘J$, if ’ 
t_l R-1 and & = Ly_‘_,Ri_l, then (Li+l,Ri+l) = 
ak = 1, and the current expansion is ak+l + & . . . ; whereas 
(L\+l, &+I) = (LiRf’*-l, LiRfk)y if ak > 1, and the current expansion is ok - 1 i- 
Ok+l+ ‘* ’ 
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Successive blocks of increasing lengths are thus obtained by using the entries in the 
continued fraction expansion of (the irrational) - e, keeping at each step a current 
expansion which is derived from expansion (5). An illustrative example is shown in Table 
1. 
3. CONCLUSION 
In all orbits generated by iterating eq. (l), th e number of iterates between successive 
maxima differ by no more than 1. The variations in the number of iterates between 
successive maxima are not random, but are determined by the continued fraction ex- 
pansion of -e. The se results illustrate the possible usefulness of continued fraction 
expansions for analyzing the behaviour of a class of discontinuous maps which arise in the 
analysis of a wide range of biological and chemical phenomena. Moreover this example 
provides an illustration of the subtle manner in which ergodicity can be manifested by a 
deterministic system. 
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TABLE 1. An example of the procedure described in the text. Here. (Y =3.22 and 
B =.5. Since CYB>l. we first use the expansion of -logcl/log B to get 
the blocks LR and LR 
2 . The”, since a2f13 > 1 , we obtain the blocks 
L R 
2 
and L R 
3 
“I’ 
. Next, 
7 11 5 
1 1 
since CI B < 1, we get the blocks L R 
2 zand 
L R 
2 2’ 
At each step, the decisive inequality can be read from the 
current expansion indicated. 
Step (i) L. 
1 
R. 
I 
Current expansion 
0 L R 1+ _I -1 -1 . . . 
It 2+ 5+ 
1 LR LR2 1+ -1 -1 -1 . . . 
1+ 2+ 5+ 
2 L R 2 L R 3 
1 1 1 1 2+ -- 1 -- 1 -- 1 *** 
5+ 8+ I+ 
3 
5 
L2 R2 5+ 1 1 1 -** -- -- -- 
a+ i+ 2+ 
4 L 
7 
a 3 R 3 L R 3 3 a+ I -- -- I -- I *** 
1t 2+ 2+ 
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the renormalization scheme yielding blocks of the 
symbols R and L of increasing length. The parameters CI and B are the 
same as in Table 1 (a=3.22 and B =.5). In the original map (top). the 
blocks of symbols are L,=LR and R,=LR’. In the bottom part, a first 
return map has been defined on the interval ( 8. 1 ) and yields the 
blocks of symbols L2=L,R, 
2 
=LRLR2LR2 and R2=L,R, 
3 
=LRLR2LR2. 
